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Why XAI ?

Benefits of explaining a model



Why do we 
need 
explanations

Build confidence in the 
model’s predictions [3]

[4][5]

Elucidate important 
aspects of learned 

models[4]

Help satisfy regulatory 
requirements and 

certification process[1]

Help reveal bias or 
other unintended 

effects learned by a 
model[3]

[1] Bryce Goodman & al. European union regulations on algorithmic decision-making and a"right to explanation".
[2] Finale Doshi-Velez & al. Accountability of ai under the law: The role of explanation
[3] Gabriel Cadamuro & al. Debugging machine learning models
[4] Alfredo Vellido & al. Making machine learning models interpretable
[5] DEEL White Paper: « machine learning in certified systems »



A conceptual challenge

• An explanation provide an information
• An explanation is dependant to domain knowledge
• An explanation helps to complete the domain knowledge

“An Explanation is a set of statements [...] which clarifies the cause, the context and 
consequences of those fact. [...] The component of an explanation can be implicit and 
interwoven with one another“

Jess DRAKE, LOGIC



How to explain AI?

Methods to explain a model



XAI methods: 
a perspective

Methods can address different aspects of AI

Explaining 
predictions 

Explaining 
data

Explaining 
model



Explaining 
predictions

Attribution methods

Method: GradCam[1]

Model: MobileNetV2
Explaining 
predictions 

Explaining 
data

Explaining 
model

S
ource:  https:/ /github. com

/de el-ai/xp lique

[1] Grad-CAM: Visual Explanations from Deep Networks via Gradient-based Localization



Explaining 
model

Concept based methods (TCAV example[1])

Explaining 
predictions 

Explaining 
data

Explaining 
model

Texture: knitted

Texture: striped

Texture: bubbly

Concepts

Classes

Zebra

Tiger

Squirrel

[1] Interpretability Beyond Feature Attribution: Quantitative Testing with Concept Activation Vectors (TCAV)

S
ource:  https:/ /github. com

/de el-ai/xp lique



Explaining 
model

Concept based methods (TCAV example[1])

Explaining 
predictions 

Explaining 
data

Explaining 
model

S
ource:  https:/ /github. com

/de el-ai/xp lique

Texture: knitted

Texture: striped

Texture: bubbly

ConceptsClasses

Zebra

Tiger

Squirrel

[1] Interpretability Beyond Feature Attribution: Quantitative Testing with Concept Activation Vectors (TCAV)

TCAV

In order to classify 
an image as a 

zebra, the 
algorithm detects 

stripes



Explaining 
data

Feature visualization methods[1]

Explaining 
predictions 

Explaining 
data

Explaining 
model

S
ource:  https:/ /github. com

/de el-ai/xp lique

[1] Feature Visualization: How neural networks build up their understanding of images

Flower petals are 
included in the 

representation of 
bees/butterflies

Rivers are included in the 
representation of brown 

bears



More than 50 types of methods in the 
litterature

A wide taxonomy exist:

What is 
missing ?

This presentation
covered only these 3 

groups !



Limits of XAI

And evaluation metrics



XAI caveats
We can be fooled by XAI methods

Source: Sanity Checks for Saliency Maps https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.03292v2



XAI metrics
Compare methods objectively

Metrics quantifiy desirable properties of
Explanation methods: is the method fast ? Can it explain any model ?
Provided explanations: are the explanations faithfull ? Consitent ? Robust ?
Human satisfaction: is it intelligible ? Is it trusted by human ?



XAI metrics
Some metrics don’t need human intervention

Example of « insertion/deletion »

We can evaluate this quantitatively without human 
intervention !

[1] RISE: Randomized Input Sampling for Explanation of Black-box Models  

Adding/Removing pixels by order of importance 
should affect quickly the prediction of the model.



Conclusions

And key takeaways



There is no « absolute best » explanation 
method

One may choose the most suitable methods 
depending on the use case

XAI ecosystem include more than 
methods

Audiences
Metrics

Conclusion
s

Helps the end user

Helps the model developper

Helps the authority
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